UNITED NATIONS ACTIVITIES

UN / 62nd GA
- Final Report
  (Elsa Tsioumani)

UN / 63rd GA
- Delegates Examine Environment in a Finance-charged Atmosphere
  (Rebecca Paveley)

Cartagena Protocol / COP-MOP-4
- Discussions and Negotiations – Follow-up –
- Towards an Instrument on Liability and Redress
  – Deliberations of the Working Group
  (Elsa Tsioumani)

CBD
- Will Bonn give Birth to a Global Stakeholder Alliance?
  (Ahmed Djoghlaf)
- Toward the International Regime on Access and Benefit Sharing – Progress “by Inches” –

CBD / COP-9
- A Converging Spectrum
  (Wolfgang E. Burhenne, Aaron Laur)
- The Convention on Biological Diversity at a Crossroads
  Where Do We Go From Here? –
  (Elsa Tsioumani)

CBD / SBSTTA 13
- Final Preparations for the COP-9
  (Rebecca Paveley)

CSD-16
- Follow-up
- Review Year Prodded by Food Crisis
  (Wolfgang E. Burhenne, Aaron Laur)

CITES
- Standing Committee Addresses High-profile Species Issues
  (Rebecca Paveley)

DOALOS
- Marine Biological Diversity Beyond Areas of National Jurisdiction
  (Arianna Broggiato)

ESPOO / 4th MOP
- Bucharest Agreement Signed
  (Wiek Schrage)

FAO
- International Guidelines: Management of Deep-sea Fisheries in the High Seas
  (Blaise Kuenmlangan, Jessica Sanders)

FAO / IFPGR
- Funding Decisions are the Focus of Governing Body
  (Elsa Tsioumani)

GEF / Council
- Programme of Work Approved for 48 Projects
  (Soledad Aguilar)

IMO
- Developments in Oil Pollution Liability
  (Reinhard H. Ganten)

ITLOS
- The President before the UN General Assembly
  (Ximena Hinrichs Oyace)

Kyoto Protocol
- Mixed Signals in Accra
  (Joanna Depledge)

Significant UN Days and Years
- Implementing Agenda 21: Overview of Progress
  (Marlene Jahnke)
- Annual Treaty Event Concludes
- Call for Participation in MAs

UN / CLCS–IMO
- Marine Environment: Review of Recent Developments
  (Elsa Tsioumani)

UNEP
- The Montevideo Programme
- Mercury Pollution: Taking the First Steps
  (Rebecca Paveley)
- Ministerial Discussion: New Structure
- Special Session: Maintaining Competence
  (Soledad Aguilar, Aaron Laur)

UNEP / Montevideo IV
- Future Plans for International Environmental Law
  (Donald Kaniaru)

UN / ESA
- The Finance for Development Process in Review
  (Soledad Aguilar)

UNFCCC
- High Politics, High Theatrics in Bali
  (Joanna Depledge)
- A Global Response to Climate Change
  (Mohamed El-Ashry, Dilip Ahuja)
- From Bali to Copenhagen: Towards an Endgame?
  (Alex Evans)
- Climate Change Politics, the UN and National Interests
  (Lyn Jaggard)
- Spring 2008 Climate Meetings: Bangkok and Bonn
  (Joanna Depledge)

UNFCCC / COP-13
- Negotiations on Referral of an Issue to a Subsidiary Body – Multilateralism in Action –
  (Bagher Asadi)

UNICOLOSO
- Oceans and the Law of the Sea
  (Joanna Depledge)
- Report of the UN Secretary-General –
  (Elsa Tsioumani)
- Consultations on Maritime Security and Safety
  (Ximena Hinrichs Oyace)

UN / OSIRILS
- Least Developed Countries and Small Island States
  (Cheick Sidi Diarra)

OTHER INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

A Non-institutional Proposal to Strengthen International Environmental Governance
  (Franz Xavier Perez, Daniel Ziegerer)

Club of Rome Relocated
  (Wolfgang E. Burhenne, Aaron Laur)

Elizabeth Haub Prize
- 2006 Prizes for Environmental Law
- 2006 Award for Environmental Diplomacy

Human Rights and Development
  (Heidemarie Wieczorek-Zeul)

Human Rights and the Environment: Problems and Possibilities
  (Dinah Shelton)

ICIMOD
- The Hindu Kush Himalayan Region
  (Krishna Prasad Oli, Madhav Bahadur Karki)
- Addressing Mountain Challenges –
  (Tomme R. Young)

IMF
- Considering the Impact of the Global Financial Crisis
  on the Environment

Innovation, Technology and Employment – Impacts of Fiscal Reform and other Market-Based Instruments
  (Jacqueline Cottrell, Anselm Görrs, Kai Schlegelmilch)
ECOSOC Annual Ministerial Review 109
Emissions Bill Pulled from US Senate Floor 215
EU:
– Waste Legislation 215
– Water Pollution Measures 215
– Parliament Addresses Water Scarcity and Droughts 342
– Proposal on “Clean Road Transport Vehicles” 342
– Parliament Calls for Further Action on Tropical Forests 342
– Arctic Governance 236
EU to Include Aviation Within its Emissions Trading System 278
Fifty-one Countries Set to Create a New Intergovernmental Agency for Renewable Energy 341
Forests in Europe 109
G-8 Environment Ministers 215
Global “Doomsday Vault” Accepting Accessions 170
Gorilla Conservation Measures 109
Guide for Implementation of the Alpine Convention 171
Indian Ocean Marine Turtle Cooperation Continues 278
Intergovernmental Forum on Chemical Safety 111
Invasive Toads Threaten Crocodiles 267
IPCC: Reconsiders its Mandate 170
IPCC-29 Deliberates on Next Steps 278
ITLOS Elections 215
ITTO: 43rd Session Council 278
Latin America: Proposal for New Committee Work on Responsibility for Legal Aspects of UN Reform 171
Managing Mangroves 110
MARPOL Developments 171
Mexico: Biofuels Initiatives 109
New Guidelines on Pollutant Release and Registration 278
New Tool for Climate Change Policymakers 215
New Treaty Proposed on Transboundary Aquifers 341
OECD:
– Denmark’s Environmental Performance 110
– Environmental Outlook 171
– Ministerial Declaration 215
Open-ended Technical Working Group on SAICM 342
Political Tensions between Peru and Chile 108
Reconstitution of ITLOS Chambers 341
Report of the UN Secretary-General on Climate Change 215
Rotterdam Convention 171
Rotterdam COP 4 Develops its Programme of Work 342
South Korea: Oil Spill 109
Sustainable Tourism Baseline in Development 278
Switzerland: Party to UNCLOS 215
Swordfish Conservation Issues Remain Active between Chile and the European Union 108
Tehran Convention Update 109
The 2nd Pew Symposium on Whales, Tokyo, January 2008 172
Turkey:
– Acceding to Kyoto Protocol 215
– Ilisu Dam May Lose Funds 341
UN: ILC 60th Session 278
UNCCD Highlights the Global Mechanism 108
UNEP:
– Guide on Marine and Coastal Governance 170
– Mercury Partnership 170
– Increases Energy Focus 341
UNEP’s Mercury Partnership Finalises a Framework 278
UNFCCC: Developing Countries Perceive Support 108
USA:
– Endangered Species Act May Recognise Climate Change as a Danger 110
– Sonar Ruling in Turmoil 110
US EPA to Reopen Libraries 278
World Bank:
– “New Deal” on Food Security 170
– Warning on MDG Goals 170
– Climate Fund Discussions 170
World Map of Transboundary Aquifers Released 341
World’s Largest Marine Reserve Created 111
World Map of Transboundary Aquifers Released 341
World’s Largest Marine Reserve Created 111
WTO: Forum on the Climate-Trade Interface 341
WTO’s Ruling on EU-US Biotechnology Dispute 110

Selected Documents

CSD-16
– Chairman’s Summary 216

IWC / 60th AM
– Chair’s Recommendations for the Future 279

UN / GCSS-10
– Decisions 172

UNEP
– Draft Montevideo Programme IV 343

UNFCCC
– Bali Action Plan 111
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